Claro Phoneme Reader Dictionary
A
abandoned, abbey, ability, able, aborigine, about, above, abroad, absence,
absolute, absolutely, abstract, abuse, academic, academy, accent, accents,
accept, acceptable, access, accessed, accessible, accident, accidental,
accompanied, accomplished, accordance, according, accordingly, account,
accounts, accuracy, accurate, accusations, accused, ace, achieve, achieved,
achievement, achievements, acid, acorn, acorns, acoustic, acquaintance,
acquired, acquisition, acres, across, act, acted, acting, action, actions, actively,
activist, activities, activity, actor, actors, actress, acts, actual, actually, adapted,
add, added, addiction, adding, addition, additional, additionally, additions,
address, addressed, addresses, addressing, adds, adhere, adheres, adjacent,
adjust, adjusted, adjusting, adjusts, administered, administration,
administrative, administrator, administrators, admiral, admit, admitted,
adopted, adult, adults, advance, advanced, advantage, adventure, adventures,
advertise, advertisement, advertising, advice, advisory, advocate, aerial, affair,
affairs, affect, affected, affection, affiliated, afraid, aft, after, aftermath,
afternoon, afterwards, again, against, age, aged, ageless, agencies, agency,
agent, agents, ages, aggregate, ago, agree, agreeable, agreed, agreement,
agricultural, agriculture, ahead, aid, aim, aimed, aims, ain't, air, aircraft, aired,
airlines, airport, aisle, album, albums, alias, alive, all, allegations, alleged,
allegiance, alliance, allied, allow, allowed, allowing, allows, almighty, almond,
almonds, almost, alone, along, alongside, alpha, alphabet, alpine, alps, already,
also, altered, alternate, alternative, although, altogether, alumni, always, am,
amateur, amaze, amazed, amazing, amazon, ambassador, ambition, amble,
ambles, ambling, amendment, america, americas, among, amongst, amount,
amuse, amusement, amy, an, analysis, ancient, and, andrew, angel, angels,
anger, angle, angrier, angriest, angrily, angry, animal, animals, animated,
animation, ankle, anniversary, announced, announcement, annoy, annoyed,
annoying, annoys, annual, anonymous, another, answer, answered, answers,
ant, antarctica, antler, antlers, anxious, any, anybody, anyone, anything,
anyway, anywhere, apart, apartment, apollo, apparent, apparently, appeal,
appeals, appear, appearance, appearances, appeared, appearing, appears,
apple, applicable, application, applications, applied, applies, apply, applying,
appointed, appointment, appreciate, appreciated, approach, approached,
approaches, appropriate, approval, approved, approximately, apricot,
apricots, april, apron, apt, arbitration, arc, arch, archaeological, archbishop,
archdiocese, architect, architects, architectural, architecture, archive, archives,
arcs, are, area, areas, aren't, arena, argue, argued, arguing, argument,

arguments, ark, arm, armament, armed, armies, arms, army, around, arranged,
arrangement, arrangements, arrest, arrested, arrival, arrive, arrived, arrives,
art, article, articles, artificial, artillery, artist, artistic, artists, arts, artwork, as,
aside, ask, asked, asking, asks, asleep, aspect, aspects, ass, assault, assembly,
assertion, assessed, assessment, assets, assign, assigned, assist, assistance,
assistant, assisted, associate, associated, association, associations, assume,
assumed, assuming, assumption, assure, at, athlete, athletes, athletic, athletics,
atmosphere, attached, attack, attacked, attacking, attacks, attempt, attempted,
attempting, attempts, attend, attendance, attended, attending, attention,
attitude, attorney, attracted, attractions, attributed, attribution, auckland,
audience, audio, august, aunt, author, authorities, authority, authors, auto,
automatic, automatically, autumn, available, avenue, average, aviation, avid,
avidly, avoid, award, awarded, awards, aware, awareness, away, awful,

B
babies, baby, bachelor, back, background, backing, bacon, bad, badge, badger,
badly, bag, bagel, bags, bail, baim, bait, bake, baked, baker, bakes, baking,
balance, bale, bales, balk, balked, balking, balks, ball, ballet, balls, balm, balmy,
ban, band, band's, bandage, bandages, bands, bane, bang, banged, banger,
banging, bangs, banjo, bank, banking, banks, banned, banner, bans, bar, bare,
barely, bargain, bargained, bargaining, bargains, bark, barked, barking, barks,
barn, barns, baron, baronet, baroque, barred, barring, bars, barst, base,
baseball, based, bases, bash, basic, basically, basin, basis, bask, basked, basket,
basketball, baskets, basking, basks, bass, bat, bath, bats, battalion, batter,
battered, battering, batters, battery, batting, battle, battles, bay, bayed, baying,
be, beach, bead, beads, beak, beam, bean, beans, beanstalk, bear, beard,
bearing, bears, beast, beat, beating, beautiful, beauty, became, because,
beckon, become, becomes, becoming, bed, bedding, beds, bee, beef, been, beer,
bees, beet, beetle, beetles, beff, before, beg, began, beggar, beggars, begged,
begging, begin, beginning, begins, begs, begun, behalf, behind, being, belief,
believe, believed, believes, bell, bells, belong, belonged, belonging, belongs,
below, belt, ben, bench, bend, bending, bends, beneath, benefit, benefits, bent,
bernard, berry, beside, besides, best, bet, beta, bets, better, betting, between,
beyond, bias, bib, bible, bibliography, bicycle, bid, bidding, bide, bids, big,
bigger, biggest, bike, bikes, bile, bill, billboard, billed, billing, billion, bills, bin,
bind, bins, biographical, biographies, biography, biological, biology, birch, bird,
birds, birth, birthday, birthplace, bishop, bit, bite, bites, bits, bitten, black,
blackbird, blacklist, blacklisted, blade, blame, bland, blank, blard, blast,
blasted, blasting, blasts, blaze, blazed, blazer, blazes, blazing, bleach, bleak,

bleed, blend, blended, blending, blends, bless, blessed, blew, blies, blind,
blinded, blinding, blindly, blinds, blink, blinked, blinking, blinks, blip, blips,
bloat, bloated, block, blocked, blocking, blocks, bloke, blokes, blonde, blood,
blorn, blot, blots, blouse, blouses, blow, blowing, blows, blue, blueberries,
blueberry, blues, blunder, blundered, blundering, blunders, bluns, blunt,
blunted, blush, boar, board, boards, boast, boastful, boasting, boasts, boat,
boatman, boats, bob, bobby, bodies, body, bog, bogs, boil, boiled, boiling, boils,
bold, bolder, bole, bolt, bolted, bolting, bolts, bomb, bombed, bomber,
bombing, bombs, bond, bonded, bonding, bonds, bone, bones, bonus, book,
books, boost, boot, booth, boots, border, borders, bore, bored, bores, boring,
born, borough, borrow, borrowed, borrowing, borrows, boss, bossed, bosses,
both, bother, bothered, bothering, bothers, bottle, bottom, bought, boulder,
bounce, bounced, bounces, bouncing, bound, boundary, bout, bow, bowed,
bowing, bowl, bowling, bows, box, boxed, boxer, boxes, boxing, boy, boys,
brace, braced, braces, bracing, brackets, braft, brag, bragged, bragging, brags,
braid, braided, braiding, braids, brain, braits, brake, braked, brakes, braking,
branch, branches, branching, brand, branding, brands, brass, brave, bravely,
breach, breached, breaches, breaching, bread, break, breakfast, breaking,
breaks, breast, breath, brew, brick, bridal, bride, bridge, bridges, brief, briefly,
brigade, bright, brilliant, bring, bringing, brings, brink, brisk, briskly, bristle,
bristled, bristles, bristling, britain, brittle, broach, broached, broaches,
broaching, broad, broadcast, broadcasting, brochure, brochures, broke,
broken, bronze, brooch, brood, broody, brook, brother, brothers, brought,
brow, brown, browns, brows, browse, browser, browsing, brunch, brunt,
brush, brushed, brushes, brushing, brute, bubble, bubbled, bubbles, bubbling,
buck, bucked, bucket, bucking, bucks, bud, budding, budge, budged, budget,
budging, buds, buff, buffalo, buffer, buffers, bug, bugged, bugging, bugs, build,
builder, building, buildings, built, bulb, bulbs, bulge, bulk, bulky, bull, bulldog,
bulletin, bullied, bullies, bulls, bully, bullying, bulm, bum, bump, bumped,
bumping, bumps, bumpy, bun, bunch, bundle, bung, bunk, bunnies, bunny,
buns, bunting, burden, burdened, burdening, burdens, bureau, buried, buries,
burma, burn, burned, burning, burnt, burp, burr, burst, bury, bus, buses, bush,
busier, busiest, business, businesses, businessman, bust, bustle, bustling, busy,
but, butler, butt, button, buy, buys, buzz, buzzed, buzzes, buzzing, by, bye, byte,
bytes, byzantine,

C
cab, cabbage, cabbages, cabinet, cable, cables, cabs, cag, cage, cairn, cake,
calculate, calculated, calculates, calculating, calendar, calf, call, called, calling,
calls, calm, came, camel, camera, camp, campaign, campaigns, camps, campus,
can, can't, canal, cancel, cancelled, cancer, candidate, candidates, candle, cane,
caned, canes, cannon, cannot, cans, cap, capable, capacity, cape, capital, capitol,
capped, capping, caps, captain, caption, capture, captured, car, carbon, card,
cardinal, cards, care, cared, career, careful, carefully, careless, cares, cargo,
caring, carp, carpenter, carpet, carriage, carried, carrier, carries, carrot,
carrots, carry, carrying, cars, cart, carter, cartoon, case, cases, cash, cast,
casting, castle, casualties, cat, catalogue, catch, categories, category, cathedral,
catholic, cats, catty, caught, cause, caused, causes, causing, caution, cavalry,
cave, caves, caving, cease, ceased, ceiling, celebrate, celebrated, celebrates,
celebrating, celebration, cell, cellar, cello, cells, cement, cemetery, census, cent,
centipede, central, centre, centuries, centurion, century, cereal, ceremony,
certain, certainly, certificate, certification, certified, chab, chack, chain, chains,
chair, chairman, chalet, chalk, challenge, challenges, chamber, chambers,
champ, champion, champions, championship, championships, champs, chance,
chandry, change, changed, changes, changing, channel, channels, chant,
chanted, chanting, chants, chap, chapel, chaps, chapter, char, character,
characteristic, characteristics, characters, charb, charge, charged, charges,
charity, charlene, charlotte, charred, chart, charted, charter, charts, chase,
chased, chases, chasing, chat, chats, chatted, chatting, chatty, cheap, cheat,
cheated, cheating, cheats, check, checked, checking, checks, cheek, cheeks,
cheeky, cheep, cheer, cheered, cheerful, cheering, cheers, cheese, cheeses,
cheetah, chef, chefs, chemical, chemist, chemistry, chess, chest, chester, chew,
chewed, chewing, chews, chick, chicken, chief, chiefs, child, childhood, childish,
children, children's, chill, chillier, chilly, chime, chimed, chimes, chimney,
chimneys, chimp, chimpanzee, chin, chink, chinks, chip, chipped, chipping,
chips, chirp, chirping, chirps, chirpy, chisel, chisels, chob, chocolate,
chocolates, choice, choices, choir, choke, choked, chokes, choking, chomp,
choose, chooses, chop, chopped, chopper, chopping, chops, chord, chords,
chore, chores, chorus, chose, chosen, chris, christmas, christopher, chrome,
chronic, chronicle, chronology, chuck, chucked, chucking, chuckle, chug,
chugged, chugging, chum, chummy, chump, chums, chunk, chunks, chunky,
church, churches, churn, churned, churning, churns, chute, chutes, cinema,
cinematography, circle, circles, circuit, circular, circulation, circumstances,
circumstantial, circus, citation, citations, cite, cited, cites, cities, citing, citizen,
citizens, citizenship, city, city's, civic, civil, civilian, clad, claim, claimed,
claiming, claims, clain, clam, clamber, clambered, clamp, clamped, clamping,

clamps, clams, clan, clans, clap, clapped, clapping, claps, clarify, clash, clashed,
clashes, clashing, clasp, clasped, class, classes, classic, classical, classification,
classified, clatter, clause, clauses, claw, clawed, clawing, claws, clay, clean,
cleaned, cleans, clear, cleared, clearer, clearly, clears, clef, cleft, clench,
clenched, clenches, clend, clerk, click, client, clients, cliff, cliffs, climate, climb,
climbing, cling, clinging, clings, clinic, clinical, clinics, clip, clipped, clipper,
clipping, clips, clisk, clock, clocks, clog, clogged, clogging, clogs, cloin, clone,
cloned, clones, cloning, close, closed, closely, closer, closes, closest, closing,
closure, clot, cloth, clothes, clothing, clots, clotted, clotting, cloud, clover,
clown, clowns, cloy, club, clubs, clucks, clue, clueless, clues, clump, clumsily,
clumsy, clung, clunk, clunks, cluster, clustered, clustering, clusters, clutch,
clutched, clutches, clutching, clutter, cluttered, cluttering, coach, coaches,
coaching, coal, coalition, coarse, coast, coastal, coasts, coat, coax, coaxed,
coaxes, coaxing, cob, cobweb, cock, cockney, cocks, cod, code, coded, codes,
coffee, cog, coid, coil, coin, coins, coke, cold, colder, coldest, collaboration,
collapse, collar, collared, collars, collect, collected, collection, collections,
collective, college, colleges, collegiate, colonel, colonial, colony, coloured,
column, columns, comb, combat, combed, combination, combine, combined,
combing, combs, come, comedian, comedy, comes, comet, comets, comfort,
comfortable, comfortably, comic, comical, comics, coming, comma, command,
commanded, commander, commanding, commands, commas, comment,
commentary, commented, commenting, comments, commerce, commercial,
commission, commissioned, commissioner, commit, commits, committed,
committee, committing, common, commonly, commons, commonwealth,
commune, communicate, communication, communications, communist,
communities, community, companies, companion, company, comparable,
compare, compared, comparison, compete, competed, competes, competing,
competition, competitions, competitive, compilation, complain, complained,
complaining, complains, complaint, complaints, complement, complete,
completed, completely, completes, completing, completion, complex,
complicated, complies, compliment, component, components, composed,
composer, composes, composing, composition, compositions, compound,
comprehensive, computer, computers, computing, con, concentration,
concept, concepts, concern, concerned, concerning, concerns, concert,
concerts, conclude, concluded, conclusion, concrete, condition, conditions,
conduct, conducted, conductor, cone, cones, conference, confess, confessed,
confesses, confessing, confidence, confidential, confirm, confirmed, conflict,
conflicts, confused, confusing, confusion, congregation, congress,
congressional, connect, connected, connection, connections, conned, conning,
conquer, conquered, conquering, conquers, cons, consciousness, consecutive,

consensus, consent, consequence, consequences, consequently, conservation,
conservative, consider, considerable, consideration, considered, considering,
consisted, consistent, consisting, consists, conspiracy, constant, constantly,
constituency, constitution, constitutional, constructed, construction,
consumer, contact, contain, contained, containing, contains, contemporary,
content, contents, contest, contested, context, continental, continue,
continued, continues, continuing, continuous, contract, contrary, contrast,
contribute, contributed, contributing, contribution, contributions, contributor,
contributors, control, controlled, controversial, controversy, convention,
conversation, conversion, converted, convey, convicted, convinced, cook, cool,
cooperation, coordinates, cop, cope, coped, copied, copies, coping, copped,
copper, cops, copy, copyright, copyrighted, cord, core, cork, corner, cornet,
corporate, corporation, corps, correct, correctly, corresponding, corruption,
cost, costed, costing, costs, cosy, cot, cots, cottage, cotton, couch, couches,
cough, coughed, coughing, coughs, could, couldn't, council, counsel, count,
countenance, counter, countess, counties, counting, countries, country, counts,
county, couple, courage, course, courses, court, courts, cousin, cove, cover,
coverage, covered, covering, covers, cow, cows, cox, coy, crab, crabs, crack,
cracked, cracking, cracks, craft, craggy, cram, crammed, cramming, cramp,
cramped, cramping, cramps, crams, crane, craned, cranes, crash, crate, crates,
crave, craved, craves, craving, crayon, crayons, craze, crazed, crazier, craziest,
crazy, cream, crease, creases, create, created, creates, creating, creation,
creative, creator, creature, credit, credited, credits, creek, creep, creeping,
creeps, crept, cress, crest, crested, cresting, crests, crew, crews, crib, crick,
cricket, cried, cries, criff, crime, crimes, criminal, crisis, crisp, crispy, criteria,
criterion, critic, critical, criticism, crock, crop, cropped, cropping, crops, cross,
crossed, crosses, crossing, crouch, crouched, crouching, crow, crowd, crowded,
crowds, crowed, crowing, crown, crows, cruise, cruised, cruises, cruising,
crumb, crumble, crumbled, crumbles, crumbling, crumbs, crunch, crunched,
crunches, crunching, crunchy, crush, crushed, crushes, crushing, crust, crusts,
crusty, crutch, crutches, crux, cry, crying, crystal, cub, cube, cubes, cubs,
cuddle, cuddly, cue, cues, cuff, cuffed, cuffs, cull, cultural, culture, cunning, cup,
cups, cur, curd, curds, cure, cured, cures, curing, curious, curl, current,
currently, currents, curried, curries, curry, currying, curtain, curtains, cushion,
cushioned, cushions, cuss, custard, custom, customers, cut, cute, cuter, cutest,
cuts, cutter, cutters, cutting, cycle, cyclist, cyclone, cygnet, cymbals, cynthia,
cyprus,

D
dab, dabbing, dack, dad, daddy, daft, dagger, daggers, daily, dam, damage,
damaged, damages, damaging, dame, dammed, damming, damp, dampen,
dams, damson, dan, dance, danced, dancer, dances, dancing, danger,
dangerous, dank, danny, dare, dark, darkness, darling, dart, darted, darting,
darts, dat, data, database, date, dated, dates, dating, daub, daubed, daughter,
daughters, dawdle, dawn, day, days, dazzle, dead, deadly, deaf, deafen,
deafening, deal, dealing, dealt, dean, dear, death, deaths, debate, debt, debts,
debut, debuted, debuts, decade, decades, deceased, december, decent, decide,
decided, decides, deciding, decision, decisions, deck, decked, decking, decks,
declaration, declared, decline, declined, decommissioned, decorated, decrease,
decreased, decreases, decreasing, dedicate, deemed, deep, deeper, deepest,
deeply, deer, default, defeat, defeated, defeating, defence, defend, defender,
defending, defense, defensive, define, defined, definitely, definition, degree,
degrees, delay, delete, deleted, deleting, deletion, deliberately, delight,
delightful, delivered, delivery, dell, delta, demand, demanded, demands,
democracy, democrat, democratic, demolished, demonstrate, demonstrated,
den, denied, denies, dens, density, dent, dental, dentist, dents, deny, denying,
departed, department, departments, departure, depending, depends,
depression, depth, deputy, derivative, derived, descent, describe, described,
describes, describing, description, descriptions, desert, desh, design,
designated, designation, designed, designer, designs, desire, desired, desk,
desks, desktop, despair, despaired, despairing, despairs, desperate, despite,
destination, destroy, destroyed, destruction, detail, detailed, details,
determine, determined, develop, developed, developer, developing,
development, device, devices, devil, devoted, devotion, dew, dial, dialogue,
dials, diameter, diamond, diaries, diary, dice, dictionaries, dictionary, did,
didn't, die, died, dies, diet, dieting, diets, difference, differences, different,
difficult, difficulties, difficulty, dig, digest, digger, digging, digit, digital, digits,
digs, dim, dimensions, dimmer, dimple, din, dine, dined, diner, dines, dinner,
diocese, dip, diplomatic, dipped, dipping, dips, dire, direct, directed, direction,
directions, directly, director, directors, directory, dirt, dirtier, dirtiest, dirty,
disabled, disagree, disappeared, disaster, disasters, disc, discharge,
discography, discover, discovered, discovery, discrimination, discuss,
discussed, discusses, discussing, discussion, discussions, disease, diseases,
dish, dismissed, disp, display, displayed, displeased, dispute, disputed,
disputes, disruptive, distance, distant, distinct, distinction, distinguished,
distributed, distribution, distributor, district, districts, ditch, ditches, dive,
diver, divers, dives, divided, divine, diving, division, divisions, divorce, do,
dock, doctor, doctors, document, documentary, documentation, documents,

dodge, dodged, dodges, dodging, doe, does, doesn't, dog, dogs, doil, doing, doll,
dollars, dolly, dolphin, dolphins, domain, dome, domestic, don't, donated,
done, donkey, door, doors, dope, doped, dose, doses, dot, dote, doting, dots,
dotted, double, doubles, doubt, doubtful, dove, doves, down, download,
downtown, downward, downwards, doze, dozed, dozen, dozens, dozes,
dozing, drab, draft, drafted, drafts, drag, dragged, dragging, dragon, dragons,
drags, drain, drained, draining, drains, drake, drama, dramatic, drank, drap,
drape, draped, drapes, draping, draught, draughts, draw, drawer, drawers,
drawing, drawn, draws, dread, dreaded, dreadful, dreading, dreads, dream,
dreams, dregs, drench, drenched, drenching, dress, dressed, dresses, drew,
dribble, dribbled, dribbling, dried, dries, drift, drifted, drifting, drifts,
driftwood, drill, drilled, drilling, drills, drink, drinking, drinks, drip, dripped,
dripping, drips, drive, drivel, driven, driver, drivers, drives, driving, drizzle,
drone, droned, drones, droning, droop, drooped, drooping, drop, dropped,
dropping, drops, drove, drown, drowned, drowning, drowns, drub, drubbed,
drubbing, drug, drugs, drum, drummer, drums, dry, drying, dub, dubbed,
dubbing, dubs, duchess, duck, ducked, ducking, duckling, ducks, dud, dude,
dudes, duds, due, dug, duke, dull, dumb, dumber, dumbest, dump, dumped,
dumping, dumps, dune, dunes, dung, duo, dupe, duped, dupes, duration,
during, dusk, dust, duster, dusty, duties, duty, dwarf, dwarfs, dye, dyed, dyes,
dying, dyke, dykes, dynasty,

E
each, eager, eagerness, eagle, eagles, ear, earl, earlier, earliest, early, earn,
earned, earnest, earning, earns, ears, earth, earthquake, earthworm, ease,
easel, easier, easily, east, eastern, easy, eat, eating, echo, echoes, economic,
economics, economy, edge, edit, editing, edition, editions, editor, editorial,
editors, edits, educated, education, educational, eel, eels, effect, effective,
effectively, effects, effort, efforts, egg, eggs, egypt, eight, eighth, either, elbow,
elbowed, elbowing, elbows, elder, eldest, elected, election, elections, electoral,
electric, electrical, electricity, electronic, electronics, element, elementary,
elements, elephant, elevation, eleven, eligible, eliminated, elite, else,
elsewhere, elt, email, embassy, emergency, emotion, emp, emperor, emphasis,
empire, employed, employees, employment, emptiness, empty, enclose,
enclosed, enclosing, encountered, encourage, encouraged, encouragement,
encyclopedia, encyclopedic, end, ended, ending, endless, endorse, ends,
endurance, enemies, enemy, energy, enforcement, engage, engaged,
engagement, engaging, engine, engineer, engineering, engineers, engines,
english, enjoy, enjoyed, enjoyment, enjoys, enough, ensemble, ensure, enter,

entered, entering, enterprise, entertain, entertained, entertaining,
entertainment, entertains, entire, entirely, entitled, entity, entrance, entries,
entry, envelope, envelopes, environment, environmental, episode, episodes,
eps, ept, equal, equally, equation, equations, equipment, equipped, equivalent,
era, erected, error, errors, escape, escaped, especially, essay, essays, essential,
essentially, establish, established, establishing, establishment, estate,
estimated, eternal, ethnic, ethnicity, evaluation, eve, even, evening, event,
events, eventual, eventually, ever, every, everybody, everyone, everything,
everywhere, evidence, evident, evidently, evil, evolution, exactly, examination,
examine, examined, examines, examining, example, examples, excel,
excellence, excellent, except, exception, exceptional, exchange, excite, excited,
excitement, excites, exciting, exclaim, exclaimed, exclaiming, exclaims, exclude,
excluded, excludes, excluding, exclusive, exclusively, excuse, executed,
execution, executive, exercise, exhibit, exhibited, exhibition, exhibitions, exist,
existed, existence, existing, exists, exit, expand, expanded, expanding,
expansion, expect, expected, expedition, expensive, experience, experienced,
experiences, experiment, experimental, expert, experts, explain, explained,
explaining, explains, explanation, explicitly, explode, exploded, explodes,
exploding, exploration, explore, explored, explores, exploring, explosion,
export, exported, exporting, exports, exposed, exposure, express, expressed,
expression, extend, extended, extension, extensive, extensively, extent,
external, extinct, extra, extreme, extremely, eye, eyes,

F
fable, face, faced, faces, facilities, facility, facing, fact, factor, factories, factors,
factory, facts, faculty, fag, fail, failed, failing, fails, failure, fair, fairies, fairly,
fairness, fairy, faith, faithful, falcon, fall, fallen, falling, falls, fame, familiar,
families, family, famous, fan, fanciful, fancy, fanned, fanning, fans, fantastic,
fantasy, far, farce, fare, farm, farmed, farmer, farmers, farming, farms,
farmyard, fashion, fast, faster, fat, fatal, fate, fated, father, father's, fathers, fats,
fatter, fatty, fault, fawn, fear, fearful, fearless, feat, feather, feathers, feathery,
feature, featured, features, featuring, february, fed, federal, federation, feed,
feedback, feel, feeling, feelings, feels, feet, fell, fellow, fellows, fellowship, felt,
female, females, fence, fend, fern, ferns, ferry, festival, festivals, fetch, fetched,
fetches, fetching, few, fez, fiction, fictional, fiddle, fiddles, field, fields, fifteen,
fifth, fifty, fig, fight, fighter, fighting, fights, figs, figure, figures, file, filed, files,
fill, filled, filling, fills, film, films, fin, final, finally, finals, finance, financial, find,
finding, finds, fine, fined, fines, finest, finger, fingers, finish, finished, finishing,
fins, fip, fir, fire, fired, fires, firing, firm, firmness, firs, first, fish, fishing, fist,

fists, fit, fits, fitted, fitter, fittest, five, fix, fixed, fixing, fixture, fixtures, fizz, flab,
flabby, flack, flag, flagged, flagging, flags, flair, flake, flakes, flame, flames, flan,
flank, flanked, flanking, flap, flapped, flapping, flaps, flare, flared, flares, flaring,
flarm, flash, flashed, flashes, flashing, flashy, flask, flasks, flat, flats, flatten,
flattened, flatter, flattered, flattering, flaw, flawed, flaws, flax, flay, flea, fleas,
fleck, flecks, fled, fledge, fledged, fledgling, flee, fleece, fleeing, flees, fleet, flesh,
flew, flex, flexed, flexes, flexing, flick, flicker, flickered, flickering, flickers,
flicking, flicks, flies, flight, flimsy, flinch, flinched, flinching, fling, flings, flint,
flints, flip, flipped, flipping, flips, flirt, flirted, flirting, flirts, flisp, flit, flitting,
float, floated, floating, floats, flock, flocked, flocking, flocks, flods, flog, flogging,
flood, flooded, flooding, floods, floor, floors, floost, flop, flopped, flopping,
flops, flora, floss, flow, flower, flowers, flown, flows, floyd, flue, fluke, flukes,
flurry, flush, flushed, flushes, flushing, fluster, flustered, flute, flutter, fluttered,
fluttering, flutters, fly, flying, foal, foam, foaming, foams, focal, focus, focused,
focuses, foe, foes, fog, foggy, foid, fold, folded, folding, folds, folk, folks, follow,
followed, following, follows, fond, fondness, font, food, fool, foolish,
foolishness, foot, football, footnotes, for, force, forced, forceful, forces, ford,
fore, foreign, foreman, forest, forests, forever, forge, forged, forges, forget,
forgetful, forgets, forging, forgive, forgot, forgotten, fork, forlorn, form, formal,
formally, format, formation, formed, former, formerly, forming, forms,
formula, fort, forth, fortune, forty, forum, forward, forwards, fossil, foster, fot,
fought, found, foundation, founded, founder, founding, fountain, fountains,
four, fourteen, fourth, fox, foxes, fraction, frail, frame, framed, frames,
framework, framing, franchise, frank, fraud, free, freedom, freely, freestyle,
frem, frequency, frequent, frequently, fresh, fresher, freshest, freshness, fret,
frets, fretted, fretting, frex, fridge, fried, friend, friendly, friends, friendship,
fries, frightened, frill, frills, fringe, frock, frocks, frog, frogs, froin, from, front,
frost, frosty, froth, frown, frowned, frowning, frowns, froze, frozen, fruit,
fruiting, fruits, fry, frying, fudge, fuel, full, fullness, fully, fumble, fumbled,
fumbles, fumbling, fume, fumed, fumes, fuming, fun, function, functions, fund,
fundamental, funding, funds, funeral, funnier, funniest, funny, fur, furniture,
furry, furs, further, furthermore, fuse, fused, fuses, fusion, fuss, fussed, fusses,
fussing, fusspot, fussy, future, futures,
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gag, gagged, gags, gail, gain, gained, gait, gall, gallery, galls, gamble, gambled,
gambles, gambling, game, games, gaming, gan, gang, gap, gape, gaping, gaps,
garden, gardens, garrison, gas, gases, gasp, gasped, gasping, gasps, gassed,
gate, gates, gathered, gauge, gave, gax, gay, gaze, gazette, gear, gears, geese,

gel, gem, gems, gender, gene, general, generally, generate, generated,
generation, genetic, genius, genre, gent, gentle, gentleman, gentlemen, gently,
genuine, genus, geoff, geographic, geography, geological, geometry, gerda,
germ, germs, get, gets, getting, ghost, giant, giants, gift, giftbox, gifted, gifts, gig,
giggle, giggled, giggles, giggling, gigs, gild, gill, gills, gilt, gin, ginger, giraffe, girl,
girls, girst, gist, give, given, gives, giving, glacier, glad, glamorous, glamour,
glance, glanced, glances, glancing, glare, glared, glares, glaring, glass, glassed,
glasses, glaze, glazed, glazes, glazing, gleam, gleamed, gleaming, gleams, glean,
gleaned, glen, glencoe, glens, glib, glibly, glide, glides, gliding, glint, glips,
glisten, glistened, glistening, gloat, gloated, gloating, gloats, glob, global,
globally, globe, globes, globs, glog, glory, glove, gloves, glow, glowed, glowing,
glows, glue, glued, glues, glum, glut, gluts, gnarled, gnash, gnat, gnats, gnaw,
gnome, gnomes, go, goal, goalie, goalkeeper, goals, goat, goats, god, gods, goes,
going, gold, golden, goldfish, golf, golfer, gone, good, goodbye, goodness,
goods, goose, gore, gorse, gospel, got, gothic, government, governments,
governor, grab, grabbed, grabbing, grabs, grace, graces, gracious, graciously,
grade, graded, grades, grading, gradually, graduate, graduated, graduating,
graft, grafted, grafting, grafts, grail, grain, grains, gram, grammar, grams, gran,
grand, grandfather, granny, grant, granted, grape, grapes, graph, graphic,
graphs, grapple, grappled, grapples, grappling, grasp, grasped, grasping,
grasps, grass, grate, grated, grateful, grates, grating, grave, graves, gravity,
gravy, graze, grazed, grazing, grease, great, greater, greatest, greatly, greed,
greedy, green, greet, greeted, greeting, greetings, greets, gremlin, gremlins,
grew, grey, grid, grids, grieve, grieved, grieves, grieving, grill, grilled, grilling,
grills, grim, grime, grimly, grimy, grin, grinch, grind, grinding, grinds, grinned,
grinning, grins, grip, gripped, gripping, grips, grist, grit, gritty, grizzled, grizzly,
groan, groaned, groaning, groans, groiks, groin, groom, groomed, grooming,
grooms, groove, grooves, grope, groped, groping, gross, ground, grounds,
group, groups, grouse, grove, grow, growing, growl, growled, growling, growls,
grown, grows, growth, grub, grubby, grubs, grudge, grudges, grudging, gruff,
grumble, grumbled, grumbles, grumbling, grumpy, grunt, grunted, grunting,
grunts, guard, guardian, guards, gubernatorial, guess, guessed, guesses,
guessing, guest, guests, guidance, guide, guideline, guidelines, guild, guilt,
guilty, guinea, guitar, guitarist, gulf, gull, gulls, gulp, gulped, gulping, gulps,
gum, gummed, gums, gun, gunned, gunning, guns, gust, gusted, gusting, gusts,
gusty, gut, guts, gutted, gutting, guy, guys, guzzle, guzzles, guzzling, gym,
gymnast,
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hairy, half, hall, halls, halt, halted, halter, halting, halts, ham, hammer, hand,
handball, handbook, handed, handful, handle, handled, hands, handsome,
handstand, hang, hanging, hangs, happen, happened, happening, happens,
happier, happiest, happily, happiness, happy, haps, hard, hardly, hare, hark,
harm, harmed, harmful, harms, harnd, harness, harp, harps, harsh, has, hasn't,
hastily, hat, hate, hated, hateful, hates, hats, haughty, haul, hauled, hauling,
hauls, haunt, haunted, haunting, haunts, have, haven't, having, hawk, hawks,
hay, haystack, haze, he, he'd, he'll, he's, head, headache, headaches, headed,
header, heading, headquarters, heads, heal, health, healthcare, healthier,
healthiest, healthy, heap, heaped, heaping, heaps, hear, heard, hearing, heart,
hearts, heat, heated, heath, heating, heats, heave, heaved, heaven, heaves,
heavier, heaviest, heavily, heaving, heavy, hedge, heed, heeded, heeding,
heeds, heel, heent, height, heights, heir, held, hell, hello, help, helpdesk, helped,
helper, helpful, helping, helpless, helps, hem, hemmed, hemming, hems, hen,
hence, hens, her, herald, herb, herbs, here, here's, heritage, herks, hero,
heroes, hers, herself, hew, hewn, hey, hid, hidden, hide, hides, hiding, high,
higher, highest, highly, highway, highways, hike, hiked, hikes, hiking, hill, hills,
him, himself, hint, hinted, hinting, hints, hip, hippo, hips, hire, hired, hires,
hiring, his, hiss, hissed, hisses, hissing, historian, historians, historic, historical,
historically, history, hit, hits, hive, hives, hoarse, hoax, hob, hobbies, hobby,
hockey, hoe, hoes, hog, hoist, hoisted, hoisting, hoists, hold, holder, holding,
holds, hole, holes, holiday, holster, holy, home, homeless, homes, hometown,
hone, honest, honey, honorary, hood, hoof, hoofs, hook, hooks, hoop, hoops,
hoot, hooted, hoots, hooves, hop, hope, hoped, hopeful, hopefully, hopeless,
hopes, hoping, hopped, hopping, hops, horn, horns, horrible, horribly, horrid,
horror, horse, horses, hose, hosed, hoses, hosing, hospital, hospitals, host,
hosted, hostel, hosts, hot, hotel, hotels, hotter, hottest, hound, hounded,
hounding, hounds, hour, hours, house, housed, household, houses, housing,
hover, hovered, hovering, hovers, how, however, howl, howled, howling,
howls, hub, hubs, hue, hues, huff, huffed, huffing, huffs, hug, huge, hugged,
hugging, hugs, hulk, hull, hulls, hum, human, humans, humbug, humming,
humorous, humour, hump, hums, hundred, hundreds, hung, hunger, hungrier,
hungrily, hungry, hunt, hunter, hunting, hurricane, hurried, hurries, hurry,
hurrying, hurt, husband, hush, husk, husks, husky, hut, huts, hymn, hymns,
hype,
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illogical, illustrated, illustrates, illustrations, image, images, imagine, imagined,
imagines, imagining, immediate, immediately, immigrants, immigration,
immoral, immortal, impact, impartial, imperial, implementation, implemented,
implied, implies, imply, implying, import, importance, important, imported,
importing, imports, impossible, impression, imprisonment, improve,
improved, improvement, improvements, improving, in, inappropriate, inch,
inches, incident, incidents, inclined, include, included, includes, including,
inclusion, income, incomplete, incorporated, incorrect, increase, increased,
increasing, increasingly, incumbent, ind, indeed, independence, independent,
index, indian, indicate, indicated, indicates, indicating, indication, indigestion,
individual, individuals, indonesian, indoor, industrial, industries, industry,
infantry, infinite, influence, influenced, influences, influential, info,
information, informed, infrastructure, infringement, inhabitants, inherited,
initial, initially, initiated, initiative, injured, injuries, injury, ink, inn, inner,
innocent, innovation, input, inquired, inquiry, inscription, insert, inside,
inspector, inspired, installation, installed, instance, instances, instant,
instantly, instead, institute, institution, institutions, instruction, instructions,
instrument, instrumental, instruments, insurance, insure, insured, insures,
insuring, integrated, integration, intellectual, intelligence, intelligent,
intended, intense, intent, intention, interaction, interactive, interchange,
interest, interested, interesting, interests, interface, interfere, interior,
internal, international, internationally, internet, interpretation, interrupted,
intersection, interstate, interview, interviews, into, introduce, introduced,
introduction, invasion, invented, investigation, investigations, investigator,
investment, invite, invited, invites, inviting, involved, involvement, involves,
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issue, issued, issues, istanbul, it, it's, item, items, its, itself,
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jab, jabbed, jabbing, jabs, jack, jacket, jail, jair, jam, jammed, jamming, jams,
january, jar, jarred, jarring, jars, jash, jat, jaunty, java, jaw, jay, jays, jazz, jeep,
jeer, jeered, jeering, jeers, jeff, jellies, jelly, jen, jerk, jerked, jerking, jerks,
jerky, jersey, jerseys, jet, jets, jew, jews, jig, jigs, jill, jive, jiving, job, jobs,
jockey, jockeys, joe, jog, jogged, jogging, jogs, join, joined, joining, joins, joint,
joist, joists, joke, joked, joker, jokes, joking, jolly, jorb, josh, jostle, jot, jotted,
journal, journalism, journalist, journals, journey, journeys, jowl, jowls, joy,
joys, jub, judge, judgement, judgements, judges, jug, juggle, juggled, jugs, july,
jump, jumped, jumping, jumps, junction, june, jungle, jungles, junior, jury, just,
justice, justify, jut, juts, jutting,
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kick, kicked, kicking, kicks, kid, kidding, kids, kigh, kill, killed, killing, kills, kim,
kin, kind, kinder, kindest, kindly, kindness, kinds, king, kingdom, kings, kip,
kiss, kissed, kisses, kissing, kit, kitchen, kitchens, kite, kites, kits, kitten,
kittens, kitty, knack, knee, kneel, knew, knickers, knife, knight, knights, knit,
knits, knitting, knives, knob, knobs, knock, knocked, knocks, knoll, knot, knots,
knotted, know, knowing, knowledge, known, knows, knuckle, knuckled,
knuckles,
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lab, label, laboratory, labour, lack, lacked, lacking, lacks, lad, ladder, ladies,
lady, lag, lagging, lags, laid, lair, lake, lakes, lamb, lame, lamp, lamps, land,
landing, landmark, lands, landscape, lane, language, languages, lap, lapped,
lapping, laps, laptop, large, largely, larger, largest, larvae, lass, last, lasted, late,
lateness, later, latest, lather, lathers, latter, laugh, laughed, laughing, launch,
launched, law, lawn, lawns, laws, lawyer, lax, lay, laying, layout, lays, lazier,
laziest, lazily, laziness, lazy, lead, leader, leaders, leadership, leading, leads,
leaf, league, leagues, leak, leaked, leaking, leaks, lean, leaned, leaning, leans,
leap, leaping, leaps, leapt, learn, learned, learning, least, leave, leaves, leaving,
lect, led, ledge, leek, leeks, left, leg, legacy, legal, legend, leggings, legislation,
legislative, legislature, legs, lemming, len, lend, lending, lends, length, lens,
leopard, lesley, less, lesser, lesson, lessons, let, let's, lets, letter, letters, letting,
lettuce, level, levels, lever, levering, levers, ley, liberal, liberation, liberty,
libraries, library, license, licensed, licensing, lick, licked, licking, licks, lid, lids,

lie, lied, lies, lieutenant, life, lifeless, lifetime, lift, lifted, lifting, lifts, light,
lighthouse, lighting, lightning, lights, like, liked, likely, likeness, likes, likewise,
liking, limb, limbs, lime, limestone, limit, limited, limits, limp, line, lined, lines,
lining, link, linked, linking, links, lion, lions, lip, lips, liquid, list, listed, listen,
listened, listening, listens, listing, lists, lit, literally, literary, literature, litter,
little, live, lived, lively, lives, living, load, loaded, loading, loads, loaf, loam, loan,
loaned, loaning, loans, loaves, lob, lobbed, lobbing, lobs, local, located, location,
locations, lock, locked, locking, locks, locomotive, locomotives, lodge, lodges,
log, logic, logical, logo, logs, lolly, lone, loneliness, lonely, long, long-term,
longer, longest, longs, look, looked, looking, looks, loose, loot, lop, lope, lopes,
lopped, lopping, lord, lords, lorries, lorry, lose, loses, losing, loss, losses, lost,
lot, lots, lottery, loud, louder, loudest, loudly, love, loved, lovely, lover, loves,
loving, low, lower, lowest, lows, luck, luckier, luckiest, luckily, lucky, lug,
lugging, lugs, lull, lump, lumped, lumping, lumps, lumpy, lunch, lunchbox,
lunches, lung, lunge, lunged, lunges, lunging, lungs, lure, lured, lurk, lurked,
lurking, lurks, lust, lusty, lute, lying, lynn, lynne, lyrics,
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ma'am, machine, machines, mad, made, madness, magazine, magazines, magic,
magical, magnet, magnets, magnitude, maid, maiden, mail, main, mainly,
mainstream, maintain, maintained, maintenance, major, majority, make,
maker, makes, making, male, males, mall, malls, malt, mam, mammal, man,
manage, managed, management, manager, managers, managing, manchester,
mane, manga, mangle, mangled, manned, manner, manning, manor, mans,
mansion, manual, manufacturer, manufacturing, manure, manuscript, many,
map, maple, mapped, maps, mar, marble, march, mare, mares, margin, marine,
maritime, mark, marked, market, marketing, markets, marks, marred,
marriage, married, marries, marring, marry, marrying, mars, marshal, martial,
marvel, mash, mason, mass, massacre, masses, massive, master, master's,
masters, mat, match, matches, mate, mated, material, materials, mates,
mathematical, mathematics, mats, matter, matters, matthew, matting, mature,
max, maximum, may, maybe, mayor, maze, mazes, me, meadow, meadows,
mean, meaning, meanness, means, meant, meanwhile, measles, measure,
measured, measures, measuring, meat, mechanical, mechanism, medal,
medals, media, medical, medicine, medieval, medium, meek, meet, meeting,
meetings, meets, meft, melp, melt, melted, melting, melts, member, members,
membership, memorial, memories, memory, men, men's, mend, mental,
mention, mentioned, mentioning, mentions, mep, merchant, mercury, mercy,
mere, merely, merge, merged, merger, merging, merit, merits, merrier,

merrily, merry, mesh, mess, message, messages, messed, messes, messing,
messy, met, metal, meters, method, methods, metro, metropolitan, meve,
mew, mice, middle, midnight, might, mightn't, mildew, mildewy, mile, miles,
militants, military, milk, mill, milled, miller, milling, million, millions, mills,
mime, mind, minds, mine, mined, mines, mingle, mingled, mingles, mingling,
minimum, mining, minister, ministers, ministry, minor, minority, minute,
minutes, mire, mirror, mirrors, misbehave, misbehaved, misbehaving,
miscellaneous, miser, miserable, miserably, misery, miss, missed, misses,
missile, missing, mission, missionary, missions, mist, mistake, mistaken,
mistress, mix, mixed, mixer, mixes, mixing, mixture, moan, moaned, moaning,
moans, moat, mob, mobbed, mobile, mobs, mock, mocked, mocking, mocks,
mode, model, models, modern, modes, modest, modified, modify, mog, moist,
moisture, mole, moles, moment, moments, monastery, monday, money,
monitor, monk, monkey, monkeys, monks, monster, month, monthly, months,
monument, moon, moor, moored, mooring, moors, mop, mope, moping,
mopped, mopping, mops, moral, more, moreover, morning, mornings, morse,
mosque, moss, most, mostly, moth, mother, moths, motion, motor, motors,
motto, mould, mouldy, mount, mountain, mountains, mounted, mourn,
mourning, mouse, mouth, mouthful, move, moved, movement, movements,
moves, movie, movies, moving, mow, mowed, mowing, mows, much, muck,
mucky, mud, muddle, muddled, muddles, muddling, muddy, muff, muffle,
muffled, muffs, mug, mugged, mugging, muggy, mugs, mule, mules, mull,
mulled, mulling, mulls, multiple, multiplication, multiply, mum, mummy,
mumps, mums, munch, munched, munching, municipal, municipality, muppet,
muppets, murbs, murder, murdered, murders, murky, muse, mused, muses,
museum, museums, mush, mushy, music, musical, musician, musicians,
musing, must, mustn't, musty, mute, muted, muting, mutt, mutter, muttered,
muttering, mutters, mutton, mutts, mutual, muzzle, muzzles, my, myself,
mysterious, mystery,
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nag, nagged, nagging, nags, nail, nailed, nailing, nails, name, named, namely,
names, naming, nan, nanny, nap, napped, napping, naps, narrative, narrow,
nastier, nastiest, nasty, nation, national, nationality, nationals, nations, native,
natural, naturally, nature, naughty, nautical, naval, navigation, navy, near,
nearby, nearer, nearest, nearly, neat, neatness, necessarily, necessary, neck,
necks, need, needed, needing, needle, needs, negative, neither, nell, nelly,
nephew, nest, net, nets, netting, network, networks, neutral, neutrality, never,
nevertheless, new, newly, news, newspaper, newspapers, newt, newts, next,

nib, nice, nicer, nicest, nick, nicked, nickname, nicks, night, nights, nil, nine,
nip, nipped, nipping, nit, no, noble, nobody, nod, nodded, nodding, nods, noise,
noisier, noisiest, noisily, noisy, nominated, nominating, nomination,
nominations, none, nonsense, noodle, nor, normal, normally, north, northeast,
northeastern, northern, northwest, northwestern, nose, nosed, noses, nostril,
not, notable, notably, notch, note, noted, notes, nothing, notice, noticed,
notices, notified, notify, noting, notion, noun, nova, novel, novels, november,
now, nowhere, nub, nuclear, nude, nudes, nudge, nudged, nudges, nudging,
nugget, nuggets, null, numb, numbed, number, numbered, numbering,
numbers, numbing, numeral, numerals, numerous, nun, nuns, nurse, nursing,
nurt, nut, nuts, nuzzle,
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o'clock, oak, oar, oat, oats, obey, obeyed, obeying, obituary, object, objection,
objections, objective, objects, obliged, obscure, observation, observations,
observe, observed, obtain, obtained, obvious, obviously, occasion, occasional,
occasionally, occasions, occupation, occupied, occur, occurred, occurs, ocean,
oceans, october, odd, of, off, offend, offended, offending, offends, offensive,
offer, offered, offering, offers, office, officer, officers, offices, official, officially,
officials, often, oh, oil, okay, old, older, oldest, olfactory, on, once, one, ongoing,
onion, onions, online, only, onto, opal, opaque, open, opened, opening, opens,
opera, operate, operated, operates, operating, operation, operational,
operations, operator, opinion, opponents, opportunities, opportunity, oppose,
opposed, opposing, opposite, opposition, option, options, or, oral, orange,
orchard, orchestra, order, ordered, orders, ordinary, organ, organisation,
origin, original, originally, origins, ornament, ornamental, ornaments, orphan,
orphaned, orthodox, other, others, otherwise, otter, otters, ouch, ought, our,
ourselves, out, outbreak, outcome, outdoor, outer, output, outside,
outstanding, oval, over, overall, overlap, overlaps, overs, overseas, overtime,
overview, owl, own, owned, owner, owners, ownership, ox, oxen, oyster,
oysters,
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pace, pacific, pack, packed, packing, packs, pad, padded, padding, paddle, pads,
page, page's, pages, paid, pail, pails, pain, pained, painful, painless, pains, paint,
painted, painter, painting, paintings, pair, pakistani, palace, pale, palestinian,
pall, palm, pam, pan, pane, panel, panels, panes, pans, papa, paper, papers, par,
paragraph, parallel, parameter, parameters, parch, parched, pardon, pare,

pared, parent, parents, pares, paring, parish, park, parking, parks, parliament,
parliamentary, part, partial, partially, participants, participate, participated,
participating, participation, particular, particularly, parties, partly, partner,
partners, partnership, parts, party, pass, passage, passed, passenger,
passengers, passes, passing, passion, past, paste, pasted, pastes, pat, patent,
path, patient, patients, patrol, patrolling, patron, pats, patted, pattern,
patterns, patting, paul, pause, paused, pauses, pausing, pave, paved, paves,
paving, paw, paws, pay, paying, pays, pea, peace, peach, peaches, peak, peaked,
peaks, peal, pear, pearl, pearls, peas, peat, peck, peel, peeled, peeling, peels,
peep, peeping, peeps, peer, peg, pegged, pegs, pen, penalties, penalty, pencil,
peninsula, penned, penny, pens, people, people's, peoples, pep, pepper,
peppers, per, perceived, percent, percentage, perch, perched, perches,
percussion, perfect, perfectly, perform, performance, performances,
performed, performing, perhaps, period, periods, perky, permanent,
permission, permitted, perry, person, personal, personally, personnel,
persons, perspective, pert, pet, pete, pets, petted, petting, pew, pews,
phantom, phantoms, phase, phenomenon, philip, philippa, philosophy,
phoenix, phone, phoned, phones, phonics, phoning, phope, photo, photocopies,
photocopy, photograph, photographer, photographs, photography, photos,
phrase, physical, physician, physics, pianist, piano, pib, pick, picked, picking,
picks, picture, pictures, pie, piece, pieces, pier, pies, pig, pigs, pike, pikes, pile,
piled, piles, piling, pill, pills, pilot, pin, pinch, pine, ping, pink, pinned, pinning,
pins, pint, pints, pioneer, pip, pipe, pipes, piping, pips, pirates, piss, pissed, pit,
pitch, pitched, pitcher, pitches, pith, pitiful, pits, pity, pixie, place, placed,
places, placing, plague, plain, plan, plane, planes, planet, planets, plank, planks,
planned, planner, planning, plans, plant, plants, plap, plaque, plaques, plaster,
plastered, plasterer, plastering, plasters, plastic, plate, plated, plates, platform,
platforms, plating, play, played, player, players, playful, playing, plays, plaza,
plea, plead, pleaded, pleading, pleads, pleasant, please, pleased, pleasure,
pleat, pleats, pledge, pledged, pledges, pledging, plentiful, plenty, pliers, plod,
plodded, plodding, plop, plopped, plot, plots, plotted, plotting, ploy, pluck,
plucked, plucking, plucks, plucky, plug, plugged, plugging, plugs, plum, plumb,
plumber, plumbing, plume, plump, plums, plus, ply, poach, poached, poacher,
poaching, pobe, pocket, pod, podgy, pods, poem, poems, poet, poetry, poil,
point, pointed, pointing, points, poison, poisoned, poisoning, poisons, poke,
poked, poker, pokes, poking, pole, poles, police, policies, policy, polite,
political, politician, politicians, politics, poll, pomp, pon, pond, ponds,
pondweed, pong, ponies, pony, poodle, poof, pool, poop, poor, poorly, pop,
pope, popped, popper, poppers, popping, pops, popular, popularity,
population, populations, porch, pork, port, portal, porter, portion, portrait,

ports, pose, posed, poses, posh, posing, position, positions, positive,
possession, possibility, possible, possibly, post, posted, poster, posting, posts,
pot, potato, potatoes, potential, potentially, poth, pots, potter, pottery, pouch,
pouches, pound, pounds, pour, poverty, powder, power, powerful, powerless,
powers, pox, practical, practice, practices, praise, praised, prawn, prawns,
pray, prayed, prayer, prayers, praying, prays, preach, preached, preaches,
preaching, precaution, preceding, precious, precisely, predecessor, predict,
prediction, preen, preened, preening, prefecture, prefer, preference, preferred,
preferring, prefers, premier, premiere, premiered, prep, preparation, prepare,
prepared, prescription, presence, present, presentation, presented,
presenting, presently, presents, preservation, preserve, preserved, preserves,
president, presidential, press, pressed, presses, pressure, presumably,
pretend, pretended, pretending, pretends, prettier, prettiest, pretty, prevent,
prevented, prevention, previous, previously, prey, price, prick, prickly, pride,
pried, pries, priest, prim, primarily, primary, prime, prince, princess, principal,
principle, principles, print, printed, printer, printing, prior, prison, prisoner,
prisoners, private, prize, probably, probe, probed, probes, probing, problem,
problematic, problems, procedure, proceed, proceeded, proceedings, process,
processes, processing, prod, prodded, prodding, prods, produce, produced,
producer, producers, produces, producing, product, production, productions,
products, profession, professional, professionals, professor, profile, profit,
program, programme, programming, programs, progress, progression,
progressive, project, projects, prominent, promise, promised, promote,
promoted, promoting, promotion, promotional, prone, proof, proofs, proom,
prop, proper, properly, properties, property, prophet, proposal, proposals,
propose, proposed, props, prose, prospect, protect, protected, protection,
protein, protest, protestant, protests, proud, proudly, prove, proved, proves,
provide, provided, provides, providing, province, provinces, provincial, prow,
proximity, prude, prue, prune, pruned, prunes, pruning, pry, prying, psalm,
psalms, psychology, pub, public, publication, publications, publicly, publish,
published, publisher, publishers, publishing, pubs, puck, pudding, puddings,
puddle, puddles, pudgy, puff, puffed, puffing, puffs, puffy, pull, pulled, pulley,
pulleys, pulling, pulls, pulp, pump, pumped, pumping, pumps, punch, punched,
punches, punching, puncture, punctured, punctures, puncturing, punishment,
punk, puns, punt, punts, puny, pup, puppies, puppy, pups, purchase,
purchased, pure, purple, purpose, purposes, purr, purring, purrs, purse,
purses, pursue, pursued, pursuit, push, pushed, pushes, pushing, pushy, puss,
pussy, put, puts, putter, putting, puzzle, puzzled, puzzles, puzzling, pyramid,
pyramids, python,
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quill, quip, quips, quit, quite, quits, quitting, quiver, quiz, quoit, quoits, quop,
quorg, quotation, quote, quoted, quotes,

R
rabbi, rabbit, rabbits, race, races, racial, racing, rack, racking, racks, radar,
radio, rag, raid, raided, raiding, raids, rail, railroad, railway, railways, rain,
raise, raised, raising, rake, raked, rakes, raking, ram, rammed, ramming, ramp,
ramps, rams, ran, ranch, random, rang, range, ranges, rank, ranked, ranking,
ranks, rap, rape, rapid, rapidly, rapped, rapping, raps, rare, rarely, rat, rate,
rated, rates, rather, rating, ratings, ratio, ration, rational, rationale, rationed,
rationing, rations, rats, rave, raved, raves, ravi, raving, raw, ray, rays, raze,
razed, razing, razor, reach, reached, reaches, reaching, reaction, read, reader,
readers, readily, reading, reads, ready, real, reality, really, ream, reams, rear,
reason, reasonable, reasonably, reasoning, reasons, reassessed, reb, rebel,
rebellion, rebuilt, recall, receive, received, receives, receiving, recent, recently,
reception, recipient, recite, recognition, recommend, recommended, record,
recorded, recording, recordings, records, recovered, recovery, recreation, red,
redirect, redirected, reduce, reduced, reduction, redundant, reel, ref, refer,
referee, reference, referenced, references, referendum, referred, referring,
refers, reflect, reflected, reflection, reform, refrain, refrained, refraining,
refrains, refused, regard, regarded, regarding, regardless, regards, regiment,
region, regional, regions, register, registered, regular, regularly, regulations,
rehearsal, rehearsals, reign, rejected, rejoice, rejoined, related, relating,
relation, relations, relationship, relationships, relative, relatively, relatives,
relay, release, released, releases, relevant, reliability, reliable, relied, relief,
relies, religion, religious, rely, relying, remain, remainder, remained,
remaining, remains, remark, remarkable, remarked, remarks, remember,
remembered, remembering, remembers, remind, reminded, reminding,
reminds, remote, removal, remove, removed, removing, rename, renamed,
renaming, rendered, renew, rep, repair, repeat, repeated, repeatedly, replace,
replaceable, replaced, replacement, replacing, replied, reply, replying, report,
reported, reportedly, reporter, reporting, reports, represent, representation,
representative, representatives, represented, representing, represents,
republic, reputation, request, requested, requests, require, required,

requirement, requirements, requires, requiring, rescue, research, researchers,
resent, resented, resentful, resenting, resents, reserve, reserved, reserves,
reservoir, residence, resident, residential, residents, resign, resigned,
resistance, resolution, resolve, resolved, resolves, resort, resource, resources,
respect, respected, respectful, respective, respectively, respond, responded,
response, responses, responsibility, responsible, rest, restaurant, rested,
resting, restoration, restore, restored, restricted, restriction, restrictions,
rests, result, resulted, resulting, results, resumed, retail, retain, retained,
retired, retirement, retorted, retreat, retrieved, return, returned, returning,
returns, rev, revealed, reveals, revenge, revenue, reverse, revert, reverted,
reverting, reverts, review, reviewed, reviewer, reviewing, reviews, revised,
revision, revival, revolution, revolutionary, revs, rhino, rhyme, rhymed,
rhymes, rhyming, rhythm, rib, ribs, rice, rich, rick, ricks, rid, riddle, ride, rider,
rides, ridge, ridiculous, riding, rifle, rifles, rift, rifts, rig, rigging, right, rights,
rigs, rim, rims, rin, ring, rip, ripe, ripped, ripping, rips, rird, rise, rising, risk,
rite, rites, rival, rivalry, river, rivers, road, roads, roam, roamed, roaming,
roams, roar, roared, roaring, roars, roast, roasted, roasting, roasts, rob,
robbed, robber, robbing, robe, robed, robes, robin, robs, rock, rocker, rocket,
rockets, rocks, rocky, rod, rode, rods, roe, roes, rogue, rogues, role, roles, roll,
rolled, rolling, rolls, romance, roof, rooftop, rook, room, rooms, root, roots,
rope, roped, ropes, roping, rose, roses, roster, rot, rots, rough, roughly, round,
rounds, rouse, roused, rouses, rousing, route, row, rowing, roy, royal, rub,
rubbed, rubber, rubbers, rubbing, rubbish, rubs, ruby, ruck, rucks, rudder,
rude, rudely, ruder, rudest, rue, ruff, rug, rugby, rugs, ruin, rule, ruled, rules,
ruling, rum, rummage, rump, rumple, run, rung, runner, running, runny, runs,
rural, rush, rushed, rushes, rushing, rust, rusted, rusting, rustle, rustling, rusts,
rusty, rut, ruts, rutted,

S
sable, sac, sack, sacked, sacking, sacks, sacred, sad, saddle, saddles, sadly,
sadness, safe, safety, sag, sage, sagged, sagging, sags, said, sail, saint, saints,
sake, sale, sales, sally, salt, sam, same, sammy, sample, sanction, sanctions,
sand, sandpit, sandwich, sandwiches, sandy, sane, sang, sank, sap, sarps,
satellite, satisfaction, satisfied, satisfy, saul, sausage, save, saved, saver, saves,
saving, saw, saws, saxophone, say, saying, says, scale, scalp, scalped, scalps,
scam, scammed, scams, scan, scanned, scanning, scans, scarcely, scare, scared,
scares, scaring, scary, scene, scenes, scent, schedule, scheduled, scheme,
scholar, scholarly, scholars, scholarship, school, science, sciences, scientific,
scientists, scoop, scooped, scooping, scoops, scooter, scope, score, scored,

scores, scoring, scout, scouts, scramble, scrambled, scrambles, scrambling,
scrap, scrape, scraped, scrapes, scraping, scraps, scratch, scratched, scratches,
scratching, scratchy, screen, screenplay, screw, screwed, screwing, screws,
scribble, scrid, script, scroy, scrug, scrunch, sculpture, scum, scurried, scurry,
scurrying, sea, seal, seam, seams, sear, search, searching, season, seasons, seat,
seated, seats, second, secondary, seconds, secret, secretary, section, sections,
sector, secure, security, see, seed, seeing, seek, seeking, seem, seemed, seems,
seen, sees, seized, select, selected, selection, self, sell, selling, sells, senate,
senator, senators, send, sending, senior, sensation, sensational, sensations,
sense, sensible, sent, sentence, sentenced, sentences, separate, separated,
separates, separation, september, sequence, serial, series, serious, seriously,
servant, servants, serve, served, server, serves, service, services, serving,
session, sessions, set, sets, setting, settled, settlement, settlements, seven,
seventh, several, severe, sew, sewing, sewn, sex, sexes, sexual, sexy, seymour,
shabby, shack, shacks, shade, shaded, shades, shading, shadow, shadows,
shake, shaken, shaker, shakes, shaking, shaky, shale, shall, sham, shame,
shamed, shameful, shameless, shames, shaming, shampoo, shan, shap, shape,
shapes, share, shared, shares, sharing, shark, sharks, sharp, shave, shaved,
shaves, shaving, shawl, shawls, she, she'd, she'll, she's, shear, sheared,
shearing, shears, sheath, shed, shedding, sheds, sheep, sheer, sheet, sheets,
shelf, shell, shells, shelter, shelves, shelving, shepherd, shepherds, shield, shift,
shifted, shifting, shifts, shin, shine, shining, shiny, ship, ships, shire, shires,
shirt, shirts, shiver, shivered, shivering, shivers, shoal, shoals, shock, shocked,
shocking, shocks, shod, shoes, shog, shook, shoot, shooting, shoots, shop,
shopper, shopping, shops, shore, shores, shorn, short, shorter, shortest,
shortly, shot, shots, should, shoulder, shoulders, shouldn't, shout, shove,
shoved, shovel, shovels, shoves, shoving, show, showed, shower, showered,
showering, showers, showing, shown, shows, showtime, showy, shrank, shred,
shredder, shrewd, shriek, shrieked, shrieking, shrieks, shrimp, shrink,
shrinking, shrinks, shrug, shrugged, shrugging, shrugs, shrunk, shudder,
shuddered, shuddering, shudders, shun, shunned, shunning, shuns, shunt,
shunted, shunting, shup, shut, shutter, shuttered, shuttering, shutters, shy,
shyly, sibling, sick, sickening, sickness, sid, side, sides, siege, sieve, sieves, sift,
sifted, sifting, sifts, sigh, sight, sign, signal, signature, signed, significance,
significant, significantly, signing, signs, silence, silent, silk, sill, sillier, silliest,
silly, silt, silver, similar, similarly, simple, simply, sin, since, sing, singer,
singing, single, singles, sings, sink, sinking, sinks, sinned, sinning, sins, sip, sir,
sister, sisters, sit, site, sites, sits, sitting, situated, situation, situations, six,
sixes, sixteen, sixth, size, sizes, sizzle, skarld, skating, ski, skid, skidded,
skidding, skids, skies, skill, skilled, skills, skim, skimmed, skimming, skin, skip,

skipped, skipper, skipping, skips, skirt, skirts, skull, skulls, skunk, skunks, sky,
slab, slabs, slack, slacked, slacks, slag, slam, slammed, slamming, slams, slang,
slant, slanted, slanting, slap, slapped, slapping, slaps, slash, slashed, slashes,
slashing, slat, slate, slates, slats, slave, slavery, slaves, slay, sled, sledding,
sledge, sleds, sleep, sleeping, sleeve, sleeves, sleigh, slender, slept, slice, sliced,
slices, slicing, slick, slicks, slid, slide, slider, slides, sliding, slight, slightly, slim,
slime, slimmed, slimming, slims, slimy, sling, slip, slipped, slipper, slippers,
slippery, slipping, slips, slirt, slit, slits, sliver, slivers, sloam, slob, slobs, slog,
slogged, slogging, slop, sloppy, slot, sloth, slots, slotted, slotting, slouch,
slouches, slovenly, slow, slower, slowest, slowly, sludge, slug, slugs, slum,
slums, slung, slut, sly, smack, smacked, smacking, smacks, small, smaller,
smart, smarter, smartest, smatter, smear, smeared, smearing, smears, smell,
smelled, smelling, smells, smelly, smile, smiled, smiles, smiling, smith, smock,
smog, smoke, smoked, smoker, smoking, smoky, smooth, smother, smothered,
smothering, smothers, smudge, smug, smuggle, smut, snack, snacks, snail,
snails, snake, snakes, snare, snared, snares, snaring, sneer, sneered, sneering,
sneers, sniff, sniffed, sniffing, sniffs, snip, snips, snitch, snob, snobbery, snobs,
snooker, snore, snort, snorted, snorting, snorts, snot, snow, snowed, snowing,
snows, snowy, snub, snubbed, snubbing, snuff, so, soak, soaked, soaking, soap,
soccer, social, socialist, society, sock, socks, soft, soften, softer, softest, softly,
software, soil, solar, sold, soldier, soldiers, sole, solely, solid, solitary, solo,
solution, solutions, some, somebody, somehow, someone, something,
sometime, sometimes, somewhat, somewhere, son, song, song's, songs,
songwriter, sons, soon, sooner, sore, sorrow, sorrowful, sorry, sort, sorts,
sought, soul, sound, sounds, soup, soups, sour, source, sources, sourcing,
south, southeast, southeastern, southern, southwest, southwestern, space,
spaces, spade, spades, spam, span, spanned, spanning, spans, spare, spared,
spares, sparing, spark, sparkle, sparkly, spat, spate, spatter, spattered,
spattering, spatters, spawn, speak, speaker, speaking, speaks, spear, spearing,
spears, special, specialist, species, specific, specifically, specified, speck,
speckled, specks, speculation, speech, speechless, speed, speedily, speedy,
spell, spelling, spells, spend, spending, spends, spent, sperm, sphinx, spice,
spiced, spices, spicy, spider, spiders, spied, spies, spill, spilled, spilling, spin,
spine, spines, spinning, spins, spiral, spire, spires, spirit, spirits, spit, spite,
spiteful, spits, spitting, splam, splatter, splattered, splaw, splint, splinter,
splintered, splintering, split, splot, splote, splue, spoil, spoiled, spoiling, spoils,
spoke, spoken, sponge, sponged, sponges, sponsor, spooky, spool, spoon,
spore, sport, sporting, sports, spot, spots, spotted, spotting, spouse, spray,
sprayed, spraying, sprays, spread, spring, springs, sprinkle, sprinkled,
sprinkles, sprinkling, sprint, sprinted, sprinting, sprints, sprop, sprout,

sprouting, sprouts, spruce, spry, spun, spurn, spurned, spurns, spurt, spurted,
spurting, spurts, spy, spying, squabble, squad, squadron, square, squash,
squirrel, stab, stabbed, stabbing, stable, stables, stabs, stack, stacked, stacking,
stacks, stadium, staff, staffed, staffing, staffs, stag, stage, staged, stages, stagger,
staggered, staggering, staggers, staging, stain, stained, staining, stains, stair,
staircase, stairs, stake, staked, stakes, staking, stale, stalk, stall, stalled, stalling,
stalls, stamp, stamped, stamping, stamps, stand, standard, standards, standing,
standings, stands, staple, stapled, staples, stapling, star, stare, stared, stares,
staring, starlight, starling, starring, stars, start, started, starting, startle,
startled, startles, startling, starts, state, stated, statement, statements, states,
stating, station, stationary, stationery, stations, statistical, statistics, stats,
statue, status, stay, stayed, staying, stays, stead, steadily, steady, steak, steaks,
steal, stealing, steals, steam, steamed, steaming, steamy, steel, steep, steeper,
steepest, steer, steered, steering, steers, stem, stemmed, stemming, stems,
step, stepped, stepping, steps, stern, sternly, steve, stew, stewed, stewing,
stews, stick, sticking, sticks, sticky, stiff, stiffen, stiffened, stiffening, stile, stiles,
still, stilled, stillness, stills, stin, sting, stinging, stings, stink, stinking, stinks,
stir, stirred, stirring, stirs, stitch, stitched, stitches, stitching, stock, stocked,
stocking, stockings, stocks, stodgy, stoke, stoked, stokes, stoking, stole, stolen,
stone, stoned, stones, stood, stop, stopped, stopping, stops, storage, store,
stored, stores, stories, storing, stork, storm, stormy, story, stove, stoves,
strabe, strad, straight, strand, strands, strange, stranger, strap, strategic,
strategy, straw, straws, stray, strayed, straying, strays, stream, street, streets,
strength, stress, stribe, strict, strictly, stride, strides, striding, strife, strike,
striker, strikes, striking, string, strip, strode, stroke, stroked, strokes, stroking,
strom, strong, stronger, strongly, strow, struck, structural, structure,
structures, struggle, stub, stubs, stuck, stud, student, students, studied,
studies, studio, studios, study, studying, stuff, stuffed, stuffing, stuffs, stuffy,
stump, stumps, stun, stung, stunned, stunning, stunt, stunts, stupid, stutter,
stuttering, stutters, sty, style, styles, sub, subject, subjects, submission,
submissions, submit, submitted, subsequent, subsequently, substance,
substantial, substitute, subtract, subtraction, succeeded, success, successful,
successfully, succession, successor, such, suck, sucked, sucking, sucks, sudden,
suddenly, suds, sue, suffer, suffered, suffering, suffers, sufficient, sufficiently,
sugar, suggest, suggested, suggesting, suggestion, suggestions, suggests,
suicide, suit, suitable, suitably, suite, sum, summaries, summary, summed,
summer, summers, summing, summit, sump, sums, sun, sung, sunk, sunning,
sunny, suns, sunset, sup, super, supper, suppers, supplied, supplies, supply,
supplying, support, supported, supporters, supporting, supports, suppose,
supposed, supreme, sure, surely, surf, surface, surfaces, surfed, surfing,

surgery, surly, surname, surprise, surprised, surrey, surrounded, surrounding,
survey, surveys, survive, survived, surviving, suspect, suspected, suspects,
suspicion, suss, sustained, swab, swallow, swallowed, swallowing, swallows,
swamp, swan, swap, swat, swear, swearing, swears, sweat, sweated, sweating,
sweats, sweaty, swede, swedes, sweet, sweetly, swept, swift, swim, swimmer,
swimming, swims, swine, swing, swinging, swings, swirl, swirled, swirling,
swirls, switch, sword, swore, swung, symbol, sympathetic, sympathy,
symphony, symptoms, syndrome, synthesis, system, systems,

T
tab, tabe, table, tables, tabs, tack, tacked, tacking, tacks, tad, tadpole, tadpoles,
tag, tagged, tags, tail, take, taken, takes, taking, tale, talent, tales, talk, talked,
talking, talks, tall, taller, tallest, tame, tamed, tames, taming, tan, tang, tank,
tanned, tanning, tans, tap, tape, taped, tapes, taping, tapped, tapping, taps, tar,
target, targets, tarmac, tarred, tarring, task, tasks, taste, taught, taut, tax, taxi,
tay, tea, teach, teacher, teachers, teaching, teak, teal, team, teams, tear, tears,
tease, teased, teases, teasing, teat, teats, tech, technical, technique, techniques,
technologies, technology, teddy, teddy's, teeth, teg, telegraph, telephone,
television, tell, telling, tells, temperature, template, temple, temporary, tempt,
tempted, tempting, tempts, ten, tench, tend, tender, tennis, tenor, tens, tent,
tenth, tenths, tents, term, terminal, terms, terrible, terribly, territories,
territory, terror, terrorism, tess, test, testament, tested, testing, tests, text,
texts, than, thank, thanked, thankful, thanking, thankless, thanks, thard, that,
that's, thaw, thawed, thawing, thaws, the, theatre, theft, their, them, theme,
themes, then, thend, theological, theology, theories, theory, therapy, there,
there's, therefore, these, thesis, they, they'd, they'll, they're, they've, thick,
thicker, thief, thieves, thieving, thigh, thighs, thin, thing, things, think, thinking,
thinks, thinner, thinnest, third, thirsty, thirteen, thirty, this, thorn, thorns,
thorough, thoroughly, those, though, thought, thoughtful, thoughtless,
thoughts, thousand, thousands, thrand, thrant, thrash, thrashed, thrashes,
thrashing, thread, threaded, threading, threads, threat, threatened, threats,
three, threw, thrift, thrifty, thrill, thrilled, thriller, thrillers, thrilling, thrills,
thrive, thrives, throat, throb, throne, throng, through, throughout, throw,
throwing, thrown, thrush, thrushes, thrust, thrusting, thrusts, thud, thug,
thugs, thumb, thumbed, thumbs, thump, thumped, thumping, thumps,
thunder, thundered, thundering, thunders, thus, tick, ticket, tickets, tickle,
ticks, tide, tides, tidy, tie, tied, tier, ties, tiff, tiger, tigers, tight, tighten, tighter,
tightest, tile, tiles, till, tilt, tilted, tilting, tilts, tim, time, timed, timeless,
timeline, timer, times, timing, tin, tinfoil, tinsel, tiny, tip, tipped, tipping, tips,

tire, tired, tissue, tissues, tit, title, titled, to, toad, toast, toasted, toasting, today,
toe, toes, toffee, together, toil, token, tokens, told, toll, tolling, tolls, tomato,
tomatoes, tomb, tombs, tomorrow, ton, tone, tones, tongue, tonight, tons, too,
took, tool, tools, tooth, toots, top, topic, topics, topped, topping, tops, tor, torch,
tore, torn, torrential, tors, total, totally, totem, touch, touched, touching, tour,
tourism, tournament, tours, tow, toward, towards, towed, towel, tower,
towers, towing, town, towns, township, tows, toxic, toy, toyed, toying, trace,
traced, traces, track, tracked, tracking, tracks, tractor, tractors, trade, trader,
trading, tradition, traditional, traditionally, traditions, traffic, trafficking,
tragedy, tragic, trail, trailed, trailing, trails, train, trained, trainer, training,
trains, traipse, traipsing, tram, tramp, tramping, trample, tramps, trams,
transaction, transfer, transferred, transit, transition, translated, translation,
transmission, transport, transportation, trap, trapped, trapping, traps, trash,
trashed, trashes, trashing, travel, travelled, travelling, travels, tray, trays,
tread, treading, treads, treat, treated, treating, treatment, treats, treaty, tree,
trees, treetop, treetops, trek, trekked, trekking, treks, tremble, trembling,
trench, trenches, trend, trends, trial, trials, tribal, tribe, tribes, tribute, trick,
tricked, tricking, tricks, tricky, tried, tries, trifle, trifles, trifling, trill, trinity,
trio, trip, tripe, triple, triumph, trivial, trod, troll, trolley, troop, trooped,
trooping, troops, trophy, tropic, tropical, tropics, trot, trots, trotted, trotting,
trouble, troubled, troubles, troubling, trough, troughs, trounce, trounced,
trouncing, trove, truck, trucked, trucking, trucks, trudge, true, truly, trumpet,
trumpets, trunk, trunks, trust, trusted, trusts, trusty, truth, truthful, truths, try,
trying, tub, tuba, tube, tubes, tubs, tuck, tucked, tucking, tucks, tuft, tufts, tug,
tugged, tugging, tugs, tulip, tulips, tull, tumble, tumbled, tumbles, tumbling,
tummy, tune, tuned, tuner, tunes, tuning, tunnel, turkey, turn, turned, turner,
turning, turnip, turns, turtle, tusk, tusks, tussle, tussled, tussles, tut, tuxedo,
twelve, twenty, twice, twin, twins, twirl, twirled, twirling, twirls, twist,
twisted, twisting, twists, two, type, types, typical, typically, tyre,

U
ulb, ulp, ultimate, ultimately, umpires, unable, uncertain, uncle, unclear, under,
underground, understand, understanding, understands, understood, undo,
unfortunate, unfortunately, unfurl, unfurled, unfurling, unhappy, unicorn,
uniform, unincorporated, uninvolved, union, unique, unit, united, units,
universal, universe, universities, university, unkind, unknown, unless, unlike,
unlikely, unnecessary, unreliable, unsigned, until, unused, unusual, up,
upcoming, update, updated, upgrade, upgrades, upon, upper, upset, upsetting,
upstairs, urban, urged, urn, us, usage, use, used, useful, useless, user, uses,
using, usual, usually, utility, utter, uttered, uttering, utterly, utters,

V
vague, vain, vale, valid, valley, value, values, van, vandalism, vans, var,
variations, varied, varies, variety, various, vary, varying, vast, vat, vats,
vaughan, vault, vaulted, vaulting, vaults, veems, veen, veer, veered, veering,
veers, vehicle, vehicles, vein, veins, velvet, ventilation, venture, venue, venues,
verb, verbs, verifiable, verified, verify, version, versions, versus, very, vessel,
vessels, vet, veterans, vets, vetting, vex, vexed, via, vibrate, vibration, vic, vice,
victim, victims, victor, victory, video, videos, view, viewed, viewers, viewing,
views, vile, villa, village, villages, villas, vine, vines, viola, violas, violate,
violation, violations, violence, violent, violet, violets, violin, violins, virgin,
virtual, visible, visibly, vision, visit, visited, visiting, visitor, visitors, visits,
visual, vixen, vocal, vocals, voice, voices, voisk, vol, voles, volt, volts, volume,
volunteer, volunteers, vote, voted, voters, votes, voting, vow, vowed, vowel,
vowels, vowing, vows, voyage, vus, vuss,
W
wad, wads, wag, wagged, wagging, wags, waist, wait, waited, waiter, waiting,
waitress, waits, wake, walk, walked, walker, walking, wall, wallet, walls, wan,
wand, wander, wandered, wandering, wanders, want, wanted, wanting, wants,
war, ward, wares, warm, warn, warned, warning, warnings, warns, warp,
warped, warping, warps, warrant, warren, warring, warriors, wars, wart,
warts, was, wash, washed, washes, washing, wasn't, wasp, waste, wasted,
wastes, wasting, watch, watched, watching, water, waters, wave, waved,
waves, waving, wax, waxed, waxing, waxy, way, ways, we, we'd, we're, we've,
weaf, weak, weakness, wealth, weapon, weapons, wear, wearily, wearing,
weary, weather, web, webbed, webbing, webs, website, wed, wedding, week,
weekend, weekly, weeks, weep, weigh, weighed, weighing, weighs, weight,
welcome, welfare, well, welling, wells, welsh, went, wept, were, weren't, west,

western, wet, wetting, whack, whacked, whacking, whacks, wham, whape,
what, what'll, what're, what's, whatever, wheel, wheels, when, whenever,
where, where's, whereas, whether, whey, which, whiff, while, whilst, whim,
whims, whine, whip, whipped, whipping, whips, whisper, whispered, whistle,
whistled, whistles, whistling, white, who, who'd, who'll, who're, who's,
who've, whoever, whole, wholly, whom, whopper, whoppers, whose, why,
wick, wicked, wickedness, wickets, wide, widely, wider, widespread, widest,
widow, width, wife, wig, wigs, wild, will, willing, willingness, wilt, wilted,
wilting, wilts, wimp, win, winch, wind, windermere, windmill, window,
windows, winds, windy, wine, wines, wing, wings, wingspan, winkle, winner,
winners, winning, wins, winter, wire, wired, wires, wiring, wise, wiser, wisest,
wish, wished, wishes, wit, with, withdraw, withdrawn, withdrew, within,
without, witness, wits, witty, wives, wizard, woats, wobble, wobbled, woe,
woes, woke, woken, wolf, wolves, woman, women, women's, won, won't,
wonder, wonderful, wondering, wood, wooden, woods, wool, word, wording,
words, wore, work, worked, workers, working, works, workshop, world,
world's, worlds, worldwide, worm, worn, worried, worrier, worries, worry,
worse, worship, worst, worth, worthy, would, wouldn't, wound, wounded,
wrap, wrapped, wrapper, wrapping, wraps, wreck, wreckage, wrecked,
wrecking, wrecks, wren, wrench, wrestle, wrestled, wrestles, wrestling,
wretched, wriggle, wright, wrinkle, wrist, writ, write, writer, writers, writes,
writing, writings, written, wrong, wrote, wry, wup,

Y
yacht, yair, yam, yams, yap, yaps, yard, yards, yawn, yawned, yawning, yawns,
yeah, year, yearn, yearned, yearning, yearns, years, yell, yellow, yells, yen, yes,
yesterday, yet, yew, yewn, yield, yoga, yolk, yop, you, you'd, you'll, you're,
you've, young, younger, youngest, your, yours, yourself, youth, yum, yune,

Z
zag, zak, zale, zap, zapped, zapping, zaps, zebra, zebras, zed, zen, zero, zig,
zigzag, zimbabwe, zip, zips, zone, zones, zoo, zook, zoom, zoomed, zooms, zoos

